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Japanese government entitle us to write a
confidential documents to civil polity
instead of applicant.
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Japanese language is difficult. Especially,
writing a Japanese characters is the more
difficult than speaking.

◀To Shibuya

Route2 (Shuto Expressway)

We are thinking about
a better relationship
between foreign
residents and Japan.

◀

Access
【by train】
Get off the Yamanote line at the Gotanda station.
And go through the West Exit and walk for about ten minutes.
For details, see our web site.
【by car】
You can use the parking lot in the TOC building.
You’ll pay 260 Yen per half an hour.

This is a picture that I took with MIFA
(Meguro International Friendship Association)
members when I went to Shibuya last autum.

I’ve started
Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/koichi.kuroki.7

●

Shinagawa Legal Visa Office
DK-gotanda Room 12 on the 4th floor,
7-13-5 Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ward, Tokyo,
141-0031 JAPAN
Tel
Mobile
Fax

Please push your “like” button!

SERVICE

URL
Mail

03-5437-5218
080-1020-1898
03-5437-5219
shinagawa-kokusai.com
mail@shinagawa-kokusai.com

●

We can submit confidential
documents to Immigration
Bureau of Japan instead of you.
We can submit confidential
documents about a restaurant
concession.

About
Permanent Resident

About
Business Manager

Immigration inspector make an examination if
you are a nuisance to Japanese society.

Foreign residents get this status when they
make a company ( 1 ) or succeed to a company
( 2 ). 1 is different from 2 in requirements.

1
2

You should check the more carefully
your payment about tax (especially an
inhabitant’s tax) than your deposit.

1

Immigration inspector check if an
applicant’s company can survive
for a few years at least.

You should live carefully without
getting trouble.

1. You have to get a place for management.

For example, I knew a person who
wasn’t driving his car during the period
of examination.

2. Your company have to be a certain scale
company which needs at least 2 full-time
employees.

If you get some trouble and be
sentenced to penal servitude or
imprisonment, you had better wait for
more than 5 years and submit a letter
of apology.

3. You should have 5,000,000Yen for
contribution. This requirements isn’t written
by a law. But immigration inspector think
that a company needs such a money for
maintaining.

If you get some trouble and be
sentenced to suspend execution, you
had better wait in a period of
suspension progresses.

2

Fee
To submit confidential documents
about VISA, Residency Card
More than

20,000 Yen

To submit confidential documents
about naturalization applications
More than

100,000 Yen

To submit confidential documents
about a restaurant concession
More than

50,000 Yen

The office opened on
May, 2015.
I do my work with a
cool head and a
passionate heart.

Immigration inspector check if an
applicant really work at a company
submitted.

Koichi Kuroki
Administrative Scrivener

(who is given the license to submit your documents to a public office instead of you)

Permanent Resident gives you many
advantages. For example, you can set a loan
made by a bank easily. Your wife/husband
finds employment easily.
Read the Immigration Bureau of Japan’s
website carefully and submit. Good luck.
Immigration Bureau of Japan’ s website

http://www.immi-moj.go.jp/english/tetuduki/index.html

1.2. is the same as the above 1
3. You need to be experienced in management
for 3 years include the period of graduate
school.
4. You have to receive no less reward than a
Japanese who would receive for comparable
work.

Experience and Education
May 2015- Administrative Scrivener,
Shinagawa Legal Visa Office
2014

Pass the state examination and be given the
license

2007-2010 Clerical Staff, Office of the Faculty of Letters, (c)
Hosei Univ., Tokyo
1998-2001 Teacher, Sundai Ireland Int’l School, Co.Kildare,
IRELAND
1994-1998 B.A. degree, a European History major,
GAKUSHUIN Univ., Tokyo, JAPAN 1877

